ADAMS Business Requirements Summary

The following business requirements are part of the scope for Release 3.4 of ADAMS.

**Steroidal Passport Integration**

The steroidal module will be added to the biological passport module of ADAMS. At a given date, steroidal parameters reporting will become mandatory for all accredited laboratories. Based on these values all athletes with a urine test will have a steroidal passport in ADAMS. A Steroidal APMU organization will be in charge of the daily management of the steroidal passport on behalf of the athlete passport custodian.

*Note:* a more comprehensive document detailing the steroidal passport will be available shortly.

**Biological passport diagrams – Hematological and Steroidal passport**

The biological passport diagrams on the biological passport page currently display the last 10 valid tests of an athlete. To improve user experience we will allow users to navigate within a range.

**Biological passport table - Hematological and Steroidal passport**

The biological passport table list each athlete’s complete biological passport test history and is located below the biological passport diagrams. At expert and APMU users’ request, it will be possible to select which columns, in addition to the default ones (sample code, date of test, test type), are displayed in the biological passport table.

**Justification for sample validity modification – Hematological passport**

Testing Authority and APMU users will have to provide a justification when manually changing biological passport lab result validity in a DCF.

**APMU report editability**

APMU users will be able to modify submitted APMU reports. All changes will be logged and available to the passport custodian.

**Export Biological results**

The export biological results menu which allows users to search and export biological results within a date range or per BPID is currently only available to ADOs. Following this release APMU organizations, will also have access to this option.